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2 c. houdre and m. t. lacey1. Main ResultsV. Gaposhkin [G1] has provided a striking characterization of the strong law oflarge numbers for weakly stationary random variables in terms of the behavior ofthe associated random spectral measure. This result, as well as a companion dueto Jajte [J], form the motivation for the current paper. In it we study extensionsof these results to a variety of averaging methods which are more singular than theclassical method of averaging over balls. For instance, we shall show that for a weaklystationary sequence fXtg, indexed by t 2 R3, the usual strong law of large numbers,formed by averaging over balls, holds if and only if the same convergence holds foraverages of fXtg over increasing spheres. The restriction to dimension 3 or higher issharp.The necessary notation is now introduced. We formulate our theorems in thecontinuous context. All theorems have analogous forms valid in the discrete setting,but they require a bit more eort to formulate and prove.Let (
;B;P) be a probability space, let E denotes expectation with respect toP, and let X = fXtgt2Rd  L2(P) be a mean square continuous, zero mean, weaklystationary sequence (more precisely, a zero{mean, homogeneous random eld indexedby Rd). The role of dimension d will be of interest below. Then X has a spectralrepresentation Xt = ZRd eitZ(d) ;where t   = Pdj=1 tjj , where Z : B(Rd)! L2(P) is a {additive and orthogonallyscattered measure on the Borel {algebra of Rd, namely, if A;B;2 B(Rd) are disjoint,then EZ(A)Z(B) = 0. Then weak stationarity is equivalent to EXtXs = EXt s X0,for t; s 2 Rd, and the covariance sequence fR(t) = EXtX0 : t 2 Rdg has itself aspectral representation R(t) = ZRd eit (d) ;for a unique positive nite Borel measure  on B(Rd), given via (A) = EjZ(A)j2; A 2B(Rd). The measures  and Z are respectively called the spectrum and the randomspectrum of the sequence X.
SPECTRAL CRITERIA 3Gaposhkin's characterization [G1] concerns the usual averagesBt = cd t d ZjsjtXs ds ; t > 0 ;where cd is a normalization constant, and j  j is the Euclidean norm. In particular,Bt  ! Z(f0g) a. s. as t!1if and only if Z(f : jj  2 kg)  ! Z(f0g) a. s. as k !1 ; k 2 Z :Notice that the second condition involves only the behavior of the spectral measurealong a thin sequence of sets.If either of these conditions hold for X, we say that the strong law of large numbersholds, and we writeX 2 SLLN. Gaposhkin includes many related results in his paper;besides discussing the discrete case, he also discusses the case in which one forms theaverages over sequences of increasing sets. Also, Jajte [J], which we mentioned aboveconsiders the case of the discrete form of the Hilbert transform. We will considercontinuous, multidimensional singular integrals below.As mentioned above, we are interested in other averages, in particular averageswith respect to singular measures, such as averages over spheres, in dimension 2 orhigher. In Rd, let Srd denote the d   1 dimensional sphere of radius r, and let rdbe the unique rotationally invariant normalized measure on Srd (when r = 1, we justwrite Sd and d). Set At = ZStd Xs td(ds) = ZSd Xts d(ds) :If the map t! Xt is a. s.measurable with respect to the Borel sigma eld in t, thenthe At will be a random variable. This is not obvious, but is a consequence of thestudy of the spherical means. See the discussion at the beginning of [SWa].We prove in high dimensions, that the formally weaker notion of convergence ofaverages over spheres is equivalent to convergence of averages over balls.Theorem 1.1. If d  3, then At  ! Z(f0g) a. s. if and only if X 2 SLLN.
4 c. houdre and m. t. laceyThe restriction on dimension is sharp. In particular, in two dimensions, thea. s. convergence of the averages At can fail for strictly stationary sequences X. Thiswas pointed out by E.M. Stein [S], but also see the elaboration by R. Jones [Jo]. Onthe other hand, the strong law of large numbers does hold for strictly stationarysequences X with nite pth moment, where p must be strictly greater than 2. See[L].Also, the corresponding result for averages over the surface of cubes is not true.Indeed, in two dimensions, consider the following convolution problem. If C denotesthe square, and  the unit arclength measure on C, one sees that the supremumsupt ZC f(x  ty) (dy)can be innite a. e. even if f is taken to be a bounded function. Indeed, just makef innite on a single vertical line in the plane. Such examples, which hold in alldimensions, can be transferred to strictly stationary sequences. In short, the inter-esting feature of the spherical means is that positive results are available, due to thecurvature of the sphere.One can obtain a sharp range of results in all dimensions by considering certaingeneralizations of the Cesaro averages, and in doing this we follow the lead of Steinand Wainger, [SWa]. The averages below are dened initially only for  > 0.C;t = c;d t d ZjsjtXs ds(1  jsj2=t2) 1+ ;where c;d is a normalization constant. They are then extended to the complexplane by analytic continuation (see [SWa]). In that instance, we recover the sphericalaverages when  = 0. The C;t admit the representation RRd m(t) Z(d), withm() = 2 1+ d2 ( + d=2)jj1   d2J 1+d=2(jj) ;(1.1)where Jn is the nth order Bessel function. Moreover, if Re() > d=2 and if C;tconverges, then so does C0;t, for Re(0) > Re().We have the following motivations for considering the above averages: As alreadymentioned, a sharp range of results in all dimensions can then be obtained. Also, forcertain , the m give rise to the fundamental solution of the wave equation.
SPECTRAL CRITERIA 5Theorem 1.2. In any dimension d, if Re() > 1  d=2, thenC;t  ! Z(f0g) a. s. as t!1if and only if X 2 SLLN. In particular, for d  3, we recover the previous theorem.In one dimension, the condition Re() > 1=2 is sharp. Indeed, Gaposhkin [G2] hasalready shown that for d = 1, the theorem above can fail, for  = 1=2, in the weaklystationary case. In the strictly stationary case however, the C1=2;t means convergea. s., yet the maximal function in t is not square integrable, but only weakly squareintegrable. See [BDD]. We remark that the techniques employed in the present paperimplicitly prove the square integrability of the maximal function, and so they cannotbe used in this delicate case.We also note that the convergence of the spherical averages trivially imply theconvergence of the Cesaro averages, for  > 0.Next, we turn to a result suggested by Jajte [J]. He applied Gaposhkin's approachto the discrete Hilbert transform. We treat the continuous multidimensional case asfollows. First, let k denote a Calderon{Zygmund kernel on Rd. Such kernels canbe dened in many ways. For specicity, we will require that the kernel satisfy thefollowing size and smoothness conditions. Let k be a kernel on Rd, for which thefollowing holds. ZSd k(ry) (dy) = 0 for all 0 < r <1,(1.2)in one dimension, this means that the kernel must be odd;jk(y)j  Cjyjd ;(1.3)and for some  > 1=2, and all 2jyj  jxj,jk(x  y)  k(x)j  C jyjjx  yjd+ :(1.4)Typically, one only asks that  > 0 in inequalities such as (1.4).For such kernels, we consider the truncationsTt = Z1=tjyjt k(y)Xy dy ; t  1 :
6 c. houdre and m. t. laceyTheorem 1.3. With the notation abovelimt!1 Tt exists a. s.if and only if limj!+1j2Z ZMj k̂() Z(d) = 0 a. s.where k̂ is the Fourier transform of k, and Mj = f : 0 < jj < 2 j or jj > 2jg.There is also an interesting equivalence between the strong law of large numbers,and the pointwise convergence of singular integrals. This was noted by Jajte [J], andwe give an extension of his observation here.For 1  i  d, let fU ti : t 2 Rdg be a continuous group of unitary operators onL2(
;B;P), where (
;B;P) is a probability space. Suppose that the operators inthe dierent groups commute with one another. SetU t = U t11   U tdd for t = (t1; : : : ; td) 2 Rd :For f 2 L2(
), we will consider the following limits, which exist in L2.Af(!) = limt!1(cd td) 1 Zjsjt U sf(!) ds ;where cd is the volume of the d dimensional unit ball. Also consider the followingsingular integralsRif(!) = limt!1 Zjsjt U sf(!) sijsjd+1ds ; 1  i  d :In the integral, si is the ith coordinate of the d dimensional vector s. This makes Rithe ith Riesz transform. Note that in this denition, we integrate over s in a compactregion of Rd, in analogy to the manner in which the averages are formed.Theorem 1.4. The following are equivalent.(): The limit Af(!) exists a. s. for all f 2 L2(
).(): For some (for all) 1  i  d, the limit(s) Rif(!) exists a. s. for allf 2 L2(
).Moreover, the existence of the limit Af(!), for f xed, is equivalent to the variety ofconditions in Theorem 1.2.
SPECTRAL CRITERIA 7Proofs of these theorems occupy the two subsequent sections. The nal sectioncontains some additional remarks on the theorems.2. A LemmaThe examples we treat are unied under the notationMt = ZRdmt() Z(d) ;where the multipliers mt() are appropriately chosen, i. e. for the spherical averages,mt() is b(t), and where d  1 .Let us impose the following assumptions on the functions mt().jmt()j  C for all t and .(2.1)For some  > 1=2, for all t=2 < s < t <1, and all jmt() ms()j  C t  st ! ;(2.2) jmt() ms()j  C((t  s)jj) ;(2.3)and jmt() ms()j  C(tjj) ; jj > 0 :(2.4)Notice that these inequalities weaken as  decreases; thus the exponents can bedierent in each of the last three lines, as long as they are strictly bigger than 1=2.Notice also that in the previous theorems, the condition (2.1) impliesL2{convergence.With these inequalities, we can reduce the question of convergence of Mt to theconvergence along a lacunary set of t. The lemma below is directly inspired byGaposhkin's approach, and the proof uses the classical binary decomposition tech-nique.Lemma 2.1. Under the assumptions above,1X`= 1 E sup2`<t2`+1 jMt  M2`j2 <1 :(2.5)And in particular, Mt converges a. s. as t ! 1 (or t ! 0) if and only if M2`converges a. s. as `!1 (or `!  1).
8 c. houdre and m. t. laceyThe most important special case of this lemma occurs with the functions mt()being m(t) for a xed function m. In this instance, the lemma above simplies.Lemma 2.2. Let m : Rd ! Rd be a bounded continuous function which for somea > 1=2, is Lipschitz of order a near the origin. Away from the origin, suppose thatfor j  1 we can writem() = 2 jnj() ; 2j  jj < 2j+1 ;  > 0 ;(2.6)where, for some  2 R, knjkLip(a)  C 2j :(2.7)If  >  + 1=2, then ( 2.5) holds, with Mt = RRd m(t) Z(d).Proof of Lemma 2.1 Following Gaposhkin, the classical technique of dyadic de-composition is used. Fix an integer `. We boundE sup2`<t2`+1 jMt  M2`j2by an appropriate integral against the spectral measure . Write 2` < t  2`+1 ast = 2` 1 + 1Xu=0 "u 2 u!for "u 2 f0; 1g. Every 2` < t  2`+1 can be written in this way. Further, given("1; : : : ; "u) 2 f0; 1gu, set au = 2`1 +Puv=0 "v 2 v.To make the next step clear, in the expectation above, replace the supremum by astopping time t(!) : ! ! [2`; 2`+1). Writet(!) = 2` 1 + 1Xu=0 "u(!) 2 u! :Then, for an appropriate stopping time,E sup2`<t2`+1 jMt  M2`j2  2 EjMt(!)  M2`j2 2 E 1Xu=0 Mtu(!)  Mtu 1(!) 2where tu(!) = 2`1 +Puv=0 "v(!) 2 v, and t 1 = 2`,
SPECTRAL CRITERIA 9= 2 E 1Xu=0(u+ 1)(u+ 1) 1(Mtu(!)  Mtu 1(!))2 C 1Xu=0(u+ 1)2 EjMtu(!) Mtu 1(!)j2by the Cauchy{Schwarz inequality in u, C 1Xu=0(u+ 1)2 2u max("1;::: ;"u)2f0;1gu EjMau  Mau 1 j2 :(2.8)And this last expectation isEjMau  Mau 1 j2 = ZRd jmau() mau 1()j2 (d) :(2.9)The integral against the spectral measure  is estimated in three distinct ways. Inthe rst instance, set R1;` = f : jj  2 `g. Then by (2.3),ZR1;` jmau()  mau 1()j2 (d)  Cjau   au 1j2 ZR1;` jj2 (d) :Now, au and au 1 are 2` times numbers which disagree in the uth place of theirdyadic expansions. Hence jau   au 1j  2` u, and let us further denote the annuliAr = f : 2 r 1  jj  2 rg. Then continue the estimate above asZR1;` jmau()  mau 1()j2 (d)  C 22(` u) 1Xr=` 2 2r(Ar) :(2.10)This estimate is independent of the choice of ("1; : : : ; "u) 2 f0; 1gu, as the two sub-sequent estimates will be.In the second instance, set R2;` = f : 2 ` < jj  2 `+ug. Use the estimate (2.2)to get ZR2;` jmau() mau 1()j2 (d)  C  au   au 1au !2 ZR2;` (d) C  2` u2` !2 ZR2;` (d) C 2 2u `+1Xr=` u (Ar) :(2.11)
10 c. houdre and m. t. laceyIn the third and nal instance, set R3;` = f : jj > 2 `+ug. Use the estimate(2.4) to getZR3;` jmau() mau 1()j2 (d)  Ca2u ZR3;` (d)jj2 C 2 2` ` u+1Xr= 1 22r(Ar) :(2.12)We have completed our estimate of the expectation in (2.9). Putting this into (2.8)we get E sup2`<t2`+1 jMt  M2`j2  C 1Xu=0(u+ 1)2 2u(1;` + 2;` + 3;`) ;where i;`, for 1  i  3, is the contribution from the integration of  over the regionRi;`. This must be summed over `. Let us consider i = 1. From (2.10),1Xu=0(u+ 1)2 2u1;`  C 1Xu=0(u+ 1)2 2u+2(` u) 1Xr=` 2 2r(Ar)= C 22` 1Xu=0 1Xr=`(u+ 1)2 2u(1 2) 2 2r(Ar)= C 22` 1Xr=` 2 2r(Ar) ;the last line following because 1 2 < 0, that is 1=2 < . Summing this over ` gives1X`= 1 22` 1Xr=` 2 2r(Ar) = 1Xr= 1 2 2r(Ar) rX`= 1 22`= C 1Xr= 1 (Ar)< 1 :This completes the case of i = 1.In the second case, i = 2, from (2.11)1Xu=0(u+ 1)2 2u2;`  C 1Xu=0(u+ 1)2 2u 2u `+1Xr=` u (Ar) :
SPECTRAL CRITERIA 11This must be summed over `:1X`= 1 1Xu=0(u+ 1)2 2u 2u `+1Xr=` u (Ar) = 1Xr= 1 (Ar) 1Xu=0(u+ 1)3 2u(1 2) C 1Xr= 1 (Ar)< 1 ;since 1  2 < 0.And last of all, with i = 3, from (2.12),1Xu=0(u+ 1)2 2u3;`  C 2 2` 1Xu=0(u+ 1)2 2u ` u+1Xr= 1 22r(Ar)= C 2 2` `+1Xr= 1 22r(Ar) ` r+1Xu=0 (u+ 1)2 2u C 2(1 2)` `+1Xr= 1(`  r + 2)22 (1 2)r(Ar) :Summing this over ` gives1X`= 12(1 2)` `+1Xr= 1(`   r + 2)22 (1 2)r(Ar) = 1Xr= 12 (1 2)r(Ar) 1X`=r 1(`  r + 2)22(1 2)`= C 1Xr= 1 (Ar)< 1 :This completes the proof of the lemma.Proof of Lemma 2.2 With the assumptions placed upon the xed function m, weneed to check that Lemma 2.1 applies to the functions fm(t) : t > 0g. Writem() = m0() + 1Xj=1mj() ;
12 c. houdre and m. t. laceywhere m0() is supported on f : jj < 2g, and for j  1, mj() is supported onf : 2j  jj < 2j+1g. Then m0 is a bounded Lip(a) function, andmj() = 2 jnj() with knjkLip(a)  C 2j :(2.13)Since the hypotheses weaken as a decreases to 1=2, and  >  + 1=2, we can assumethat  >  + a. We check that the functions fmj(t) : t > 0g, for j  0, satisfy(2.1), (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4) with constants that are summable in j.Let us treat m0. For t=2 < s < t, if either m0(t) or m0(s) are non{zero, thenjj < 4=t, since m0 is supported near the origin. Hence, to check (2.2),jm0(t) m0(s)j  C jt  sja C  jt  sjt !a :As a > 1=2, (2.2) holds. The second equation (2.3) is immediate. And for the third,notice that jjt < 4, hencejm0(t) m0(s)j  2kmk1 Cjjt :Now, consider mj(). Notice that (2.1) trivially holds with constants summablein j. For (2.2), recall (2.13). If either of mj(t) or mj(s) are non{zero, then2j 1  jtj < 2j+2. Hence,jmj(t) mj(s)j  2 j jnj(t)  nj(s)j C 2 j( )jt  sja C 2 j(  a)t  st a :This is summable, as  > + a is assumed. Notice that the second line above proves(2.3) with a coecient summable in j, under the weaker condition  > . Finally,the last condition (2.4) is seen byjmj(t) mj(s)j  2 j+1knjk1 C 2 j( ) C 2 j(  a)(tjj) a ;
SPECTRAL CRITERIA 13again, as  >  + a, this is summable in j.3. ProofsMost of the work for the proofs of the theorems has been done in the previoussection. Recall that Theorem 1.2 contains the rst theorem of the paper, so that weneed only prove it. And to prove Theorem 1.2, we need only apply Lemma 2.2 tothe function m dened in (1.1). To do this, asymptotics for the Bessel functionsare needed. The classical reference for this is [W]. One can also consult [SW]. Fromproperties of the Bessel functions, it follows that m is a bounded Lipschitz functionat the origin. For jj large, we havem() = cjj  d 12  fcos(jj   =2  =4) + sin(jj   =2   =4)g(1 +O(jj 1))= c jj  d 12  Re()v(jj) ;where v is a Lip(1) function on R which is bounded for jj away from the origin.Thus, provided (d  1)=2 +Re() > 1=2, that is Re() > 1  d=2, the hypotheses ofLemma 2.2 are fullled.We conclude that C;t converges a. s. to Zf0g if and only if the same conclusionholds for C;2k, for k = 1; 2 : : : . Then, since m(0) = 1, since jm(t)  1j  C(tjj),and since jm(t)j  C(tjj) , where  = (d  1)=2+Re() > 1=2, a simple squarefunction inequality shows that1Xk=1 EC;2k   Zjj2 k Z(d)2 = 1Xk=1 ZRd jm(2k)  1fjj2 kgj2 (d) C ZRd(d) :Thus, we arrive at Gaposhkin's characterization of the strong law of large numbers.For the proof of the third theorem, concerning the singular integrals, we need tocheck:Lemma 3.1. Let k be a Calderon{Zygmund kernel as dened in the introduction.
14 c. houdre and m. t. laceyThen the functions mt() = Zfjyj<1=tg[fjyj>tg eiy k(y) dysatisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 2.1. In particular, ifTt = Zfjyj<1=tg[fjyj>tg k(y)Xy dy ;we have that Tt converges a. s. if and only if T2k converges a. s.Proof. There are four hypotheses of Lemma 2.1 to check. The rst, that jmt()j C for all t and , is well{known. We refer the reader to e. g. [T, Lemma XI.5.3]. Letus check the other three conditions formt() = Zfjyj>tg eiy k(y) dy ;the integration over fjyj < 1=tg being similar.Fix t=2 < s < t <1, and set () = ms()  mt()= Zs<jyj<t eiy k(y) dy :The equation (2.2) is trivial. Using only the size condition on k(y), (1.3),j ()j  Zs<jyj<t jk(y)j dy C Z ts 1r dr C(log t  log s) C t  st ! :The second condition is equally simple. As the spherical averages of k are zero, (1.2),we have j ()j =  Zs<jyj<t(eiy   1)k(y) dy C jj Zs<jyj<t jyk(y)j dy C(t  s)jj :
SPECTRAL CRITERIA 15Less trivial estimates are required for the third inequality, (2.4). We comment thatby rescaling k to k1(y) = rdk(ry), where r > 0, the kernel k1 satises the inequalitiesfor Calderon{Zygmund kernels, with the same constant C. Thus, we change theintegration in the denition of  () as follows: () = Zs<jyj<t eiyk(y) dy= Zs=t<jxj<1 eitx tdk(tx) dx:Observe that k1(x) = tdk(tx) is a bounded function. By virtue of (1.4), k1 is Lipschitzof order  on the annulus fs=t < jyj < 1g. Hence the decay estimatej ()j  C(tjj)is a classical fact (see, for example, [K, Theorem I.4.6]). Since  > 1=2 was assumed,the proof of the lemma is done.To nish the proof of Theorem 1.3, it is easily seen using the above estimates onmt, that1Xk=1 ET2k Zfjj2 k;jj>2kg k̂()Z(d)2 = 1Xk=1 ZRdjm2k()  k̂()1fjj2 k ;jj>2kgj2(d) C ZRd(d) :In fact, we also note here that such simple square function estimates can also beobtained in the general framework of Lemma 2.1. Hence, under the appropriateconditions and with probability one, limk!1 nM2k   Rfjj2 k;jj>2kgm1()Z(d)o =0, where m1 = limt!1mt. >From this, a spectral criterion for the a. s. convergence,as t!1, of RRd cmt(s)Xsds follows.We come to the nal theorem of the introduction, Theorem 1.4. Recall the no-tation introduced for that theorem. Note that for each f 2 L2(
), the processfU tf : t 2 Rdg is weakly stationary. Indeed, from the commuting property of thetransformations, Z
U tf U sf dP = Z
f U s tf dP ;
16 c. houdre and m. t. laceyestablishing weak stationarity. Thus we have the spectral equivalences of Theorem 1.2and Theorem 1.3 at our disposal.Now the spectral representation isU tf = ZRd eit Z(d)f ;where Z(d) is an orthogonal projection valued measure. In addition, if A and B aredisjoint Borel sets in Rd, then the projections Z(A) and Z(B) are orthogonal. Thecondition () of the theorem, with Gaposhkin's characterization, is equivalent to(0): Z([ 2 k; 2 k]d)f  ! Z(f0g)f a. s. for all f 2 L2(
).As well, we can characterize the condition (). It is well{known that the Fouriertransform of the Hilbert transform isZ 1 1 eiyy dy = isign() :From this, and a little work, it follows thatZRd eis sijsjd+1 ds = cdsign(i) :We apply Theorem 1.3 to the Riesz transforms. Remembering that we only trun-cated the singular integral at innity in the denition of Rif , we see the followingequivalence to condition ():( 0): Zf 2 [ 2 k; 2 k ]d : i > 0gf   Zf 2 [ 2 k; 2 k]d : i < 0gf  ! 0a. s. for all f 2 L2(
), and for all (for some) 1  i  d.To prove Theorem 1.4, we have to prove the equivalence of (0) and ( 0). This isdone with the aid of some projections. For " = ("1; : : : ; "d) 2 f 1;+1gd, setP "f = Zf : "ii > 0; 1  i  dgf :Assume ( 0) holds for a single j. Apply it to the functions P "f to see that( 00): Zf : 0 < "ii < 2 k; 1  i  dgf  ! 0 a. s. for all f 2 L2(
) and all" 2 f 1;+1gd.But this condition clearly implies (0), so the proof that () (in its restricted form)implies () is done.
SPECTRAL CRITERIA 17Assuming () holds, and hence (0) holds, it clearly implies ( 00). This last condi-tion implies ( 0), so that the proof of the theorem is complete.4. Complements(i) All of the results of this paper admit formulations valid in the discrete setting.To illustrate this point, let us show how to formulate an analogue of the result forspherical averages. (Also see [Jo].) Let X = fXj : j 2 Zdg be a zero mean, weaklystationary sequence of random variables indexed by the d dimensional integers. ThenX admits the representation Xj = ZT d e2ij Z(d) ;where Z is a sigma additive and orthogonally scattered measure on the Borel sigmaalgebra of T d = ( 1=2; 1=2]d. The covariances are given byR(j) = EXj+kXk = ZT d e2ij (d) :Gaposhkin characterized the strong law of large numberscdnd XjjjnXj  ! Z(f0g) a. s.by the condition Z[ 2 k ;2 k ]d Z(d)  ! Z(f0g) a. s.Again, the point in the second condition is that k goes to innity in the integers, sothat the second condition, in a sense, requires less than the rst. Write X 2 SLLNif either condition holds.Our interest in Gaposhkin style characterization suggests that we should consideraveraging over annuli but only of a restricted type. To do so, let us introduce somenotations. Let n = fx 2 Rd : n  jxj < n + wng be annuli of inner radius n,and outer radius n + wn. The interesting averaging case for these annuli is whenwn = o(n). Denote by ~n = n \ Zd, the lattice points in n. Let also,Dd(r) = vol(fx : jxj < rg) #(fx : jxj < rg \ Zd);
18 c. houdre and m. t. laceybe the absolute error between the volume of ball of radius r and the number of latticepoints in this ball (# denotes cardinality). Again, for X = fXj : j 2 Zdg, weaklystationary we write X 2 SLLN if and only if Z([ 2 k; 2 k]d)  ! Z(f0g) a. s.Now, forming the averages An = 1#~n Xj2~nXj ;we have:Theorem 4.1. Let d  3, and assume wn = o(n). If+1Xn=1 Dd(n) +Dd(n+ wn)nd 1wn !2 < +1;then An  ! Z(f0g) a. s. as n! +1, n 2 Z, if and only if X 2 SLLN .According to Jones [Jo], for d  5, Dd(r)  crd 2. Hence the assumption of thetheorem is satised if +1Xn=1 nd 2nd 1wn!2 = +1Xn=1 1nwn!2 < +1:This is in particular the case, if wn  (log r) 12+=n1=2 for  > 0.For d = 4, Dd(r)  crd 2 log r, and the assumption is satised if+1Xn=1 log nnwn!2 < +1;or wn  (log n) 32+=pn for  > 0 .Still following [Jo], we note that #~n=vol(n)! 1, as n!1. Indeed,#~nvol(n) = #(Zd \ B(n+ wn)) #(Zd \ B(n))volB(n+ wn)  volB(n) = 1 + n;where jnj  Dd(n) +Dd(n + wn)vol(B(n+ wn) B(n)):Now vol(B(n+ wn)  B(n)) = vol(n) ' cdnd 1wn as wn = o(n). Hence, under theassumption of the theorem, n ! 0. So the claim is proved, and we can use eithervol(n) or #~n for normalizations.
SPECTRAL CRITERIA 19Let us now sketch the proof of Theorem 4.1. We need to study the multipliers~mn() = (jnj) 1 Xj2~n e2ij;  2 [ 1=2; 1=2]d;(above and below, jnj is the volume of n). In particular, we want to know thatthey satisfy the estimates of our Lemma 2.1.Dene mn() = 1jnj Zn e2ixdx;  2 RdFor d  3, these functions do satisfy the estimates of Lemma 2.1. This is so, becausethe Fourier transform of the surface measure of the sphere satises the lemma, andthe mn() are smoother than that. Next, to compare ~mn() and mn(), denen() = 1jnj Xj2~n Zj+[ 1=2;1=2]d e2ixdx= 8<: 1jnj Xj2~n e2ij9=;Z[ 1=2;1=2]d e2ixdx = ~mn()K();where K() is a xed bounded, Lip(1) function which is bounded away from theorigin, in the complex plane for  2 [ 1=2; 1=2)d.Now, comparing n() to mn(), and if  denotes the symmetric dierence, weget jn()  mn()j  1jnj n [j2~n nj + [ 1=2; 1=2]do D(n) +D(n + wn)jnj :This last estimate is an L1(d) estimate. Under the hypothesis (assumed in Theorem4.1) that this last term is square summable, we can pass from estimatingAn = Z[ 1=2;1=2]d ~mn()Z(d) = Z[ 1=2;1=2]d n()K()Z(d);to estimating Z[ 1=2;1=2]d mn()K() Z(d):Then, one immediately sees that the functions mn()=K(),  2 [ 1=2; 1=2]d satisfythe hypotheses of Lemma 2.1. From this, we can conclude the sketch.
20 c. houdre and m. t. lacey(ii) There are also modications of the results for the Cesaro averages. In viewof the elegant theorems available for these averages in the deterministic continuouscase ([SWa]) this seems interesting, due to the advantage gained from the curvatureof the sphere. We however do not pursue this topic here.(iii) The methods of this paper, based as they are on spectral techniques, extendto a wide variety of processes which admit such a representation. Using the termi-nology and the methods of [H1], the above results remain valid for some classes ofnon{stationary sequences, namely the so{called (p; q){bounded ones 0  p  2  q +1. These classes include harmonizable stable sequences, periodically correlated se-quences, L2{bounded orthogonal sequences and related examples, e. g. some mixingsequences. In fact, the spectral approach also works for dierent averages, e. g, forthe Borel method of summation in which case mt() = e t(1 ei); t > 0;  2 ( ; ],satisfy the conditions (2.1){(2.4) (with  = 1). In the special case of harmonizablestable sequences or Gaussian stationary sequences, the random spectrum Z is inde-pendently scattered, which is to say that Z(A) and Z(B) are independent providedA and B are disjoint Borel sets. Consequently, Gaposhkin's spectral condition is al-ways satised. Alternatively, the SLLN for harmonizable stable variables can be seendirectly from the Gaussian result. This is done by using the conditioning argumentprovided to us by J. Rosinski (see [H1, Theorem 3.9]). These arguments rely on therepresentation of harmonizable stable variables by Fourier integrals. Local ergodictheorems can also be obtained in a similar fashion.In this regard, we ought to mention too, that random sequences having a Fourierrepresentation with respect to an independently scattered measure Z are, in general,not strictly stationary. Indeed, strict stationarity is characterized by the randommeasure Z being rotationally invariant. Another class of variables for which thespectral condition of Theorem 1.1 is satised, is the class of stationary sequenceswhose spectrum  is absolutely continuous with Radon{Nikodym derivative in L1+,for some  > 0. See the proof of Corollary 3.4.of [H1]. Other types of sucientconditions (on the covariances) presented there also apply here.The results presented here also complement a Rademacher{Menchov type resultobtained in [H2] and apply when the framework there is violated. If fXng is a weakly
SPECTRAL CRITERIA 21stationary sequence and if fk̂(n)g is an odd Calderon{Zygmund sequence,P k̂(n)Xnconverges a.s. if and only if with probability one, limj!+1 Rjj<2 j k()Z(d) = 0.This last condition is equivalent to limj!+1fZ(0; 2 j )  Z( 2 j; 0)g = 0, wheneverk has a Lipschitz behavior of order a > 0, in a neighborhood of the origin. Moregenerally, if k()  P k̂(n)ein has nitely many jumps, say,   < 1 <    < M < ,with a \Calderon{Zygmund and Lipschitz behavior" near each jump, thenP k̂(n)Xnconverges a.s. if and only iflimj!+1 MXm=1(k(+m)  k( m)2 Z(m; m + 2 j) + k( m)  k(+m)2 Z(m   2 j ; m)) = 0:(iv) Some operators on Hilbert space, and Lp spaces, admit spectral representation.By the well known interchangeability between weakly stationary sequences and uni-tary operators the above results have versions for unitary operators. In fact, by themethods of [H1], they also apply to contractions on Hilbert space and to some classesof operators on Lp{spaces. The techniques presented in [BBG] can also be adaptedto obtain results as above for some other classes of operators on Lp spaces. Rein-terpreting these last operator theoretic results in a stochastic framework provides,in particular, spectral criteria for two of the three elements in the decomposition ofstationary stable processes recently obtained by Rosinski [R].Acknowledgement. We thank M.H. for her encouragement.
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